Bring
the
outside
in

A room with a view.

The beauty of conservatories and orangeries is
that they can be designed around your needs
to become the focal point for your family’s
lifestyle, a room of choice for guests, a place
to share treasured moments or somewhere to
relax after a hard day.

We’ve been making conservatories since 1995
and Wendland systems are at the cutting edge
of conservatory technology. We were the first
company to gain the government-backed BBA
certification for the quality of our products.

Now, our newest generation of Wendland
conservatories are compatible with the latest
orangery and solid roof innovation to help
create a beautiful, warm, bright space for you
to enjoy everyday.
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Your own space
for your own
time.
Space and light is at the heart of your
conservatory. With the outside so close, there’s
a sense of freedom, no dark walls and ceilings,
just light.

Relax and unwind, read a book, enjoy your
garden and drift away from the pace of
everyday life.
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A natural bridge
between your garden
and the great outdoors
Watch the seasons change in comfort as your
conservatory brings outdoor living into the
heart of your home.

Throw the doors open and feel the warm
summer breeze or close the doors and watch
winter pass.

Whether it’s supper under the stars, breakfast
in the morning sunshine or a lazy lunch to
while away a Sunday afternoon, simply savour
the food and enjoy the view from your unique
Wendland conservatory.
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Choices,
choices.
With a Wendland conservatory, you can create
the space you really want. That’s because we’ve
taken the time to make sure almost any design
is possible.

The Wendland system is engineered to cope
with large spans and difficult shapes and is
available in a range of finishes. Do you prefer
the clean simplicity of white? What about the
rich warmth of a woodgrain finish in rosewood
or light oak?

The choice is yours - you can even choose one
finish on the outside, and another on the inside.
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A comfortable
space all year
round
South-facing, north-facing, shaded or exposed,
you’ll want to make the most of your new space.

We recognise you want to keep cool in summer
but warm in the winter. With Wendland,
anything’s possible. Most of our customers
choose a glass roof - it lets in all the light you
need to bring the outside in. Performance
glass panels reflect the unwanted heat and
glare from the sun in Summer and help retain
warmth during the Winter months.

Forget about stuff y south-facing conservatories.
Modern glazing improves thermal efficiency,
letting you enjoy your space all year round.
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Inquiring minds
need space to
explore.
Imagine somewhere for all those toys, a warm
and bright space where your children enjoy
playing or the perfect place for family time on a
wet afternoon snuggled up on the sofa.

Of course, their own private jungle adventure
lies just outside the doors, well within your
watchful gaze.
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Get the
Orangery
look
With Wendland you can create the look and feel
of an orangery with the addition of an insulated
pelmet and an external decorative fascia.

Wendland’s insulated pelmet surrounds your
new space where the roof meets the windows.
Once plastered, it can be painted to match your
interior creating a more ‘room like’ feel without
compromising on light. This special insulated
pelmet adds thermal efficiency and can also
house down lighters or speakers to create
something unique.

An external decorative fascia from Wendland
adds shape and style to your new space by
shielding the gutters and framing the roof to
create the overall visual effect of an Orangery.
Decorative Fascia
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Insulated Pelmet

Create a glazed
extension
If you prefer a solid roof to a glass roof you’ll
never have to compromise on light with a
Wendland conservatory. Solids roofs provide
increased

thermal

performance

and

an

internal vaulted plastered ceiling can turn a
conservatory into an extension.

Wendland offer two solid roof systems,

Livinroof

Ultraroof and Livinroof, ideal for replacing an
old conservatory roof or creating a new glazed
extension. Both systems are engineered so you
can choose the location and number of glass
panels in the roof to let the right amount of light
flood into your new room.

Livinroof‘s unique contemporary grey panelled
design enables you to insert shaped glazing
into any panel, maximise thermal performance
and achieve a stunning internal plastered

Livinroof

ceiling.

Ultraroof

is the most advanced lightweight

tiled roof available on the market today. With
the UK’s most authentic tiled finish in a choice
of three colours, Ultraroof is designed to match
the existing roof on your house.

Ultraroof
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Ultraroof

Choose Wendland
and you’ll receive a
premium product.

A conservatory is possibly the most desirable,
yet technically demanding home improvement
a homeowner could make. That’s why you need
a specialist company to deliver your dream
conservatory. There are dozens of factors that
make a well chosen conservatory special. Here
are five for you to think about.

• Expert design: We will advise you every step
of the way to ensure the design complements
your home, makes the most of the space and
looks great too.
• A world of choice: Whether you’re looking
for a conservatory, orangery or extension, let
your imagination and our experience be your
guide.
• Quality manufacture: The best of modern
materials, professionally constructed, lovingly
installed by people who care.
• Warm

and

secure:

Energy

efficient

construction will stand up to any weather for
year round use.
• A flexible space: We know that as life
changes your new space needs to be
flexible whether to be used as a dining room,
m,
playroom, gym, study, lounge or simply
somewhere to escape.
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Your space will look just as good in ten years’ time - because we
insist on using materials that are made to last.

The British Board of Agrément has been testing and approving
building products for over 35 years. Wendland were the first company
to gain the government backed BBA Certification. So when they say
our conservatories make the grade, it’s really something.

Conservatory Roof
System Overview

The Wendland roofing system has been tested under extreme
windspeeds up of 125mph.

High strength twin wall PVCu chambered top cap offers
improved thermal performance and reduced risk of
Barbs on PVC top cap

condensation

are retained inside aluminium
structure - enhanced security

Variable clip positions for
different glazing thickness’s

Taller engineered bars
Hidden 10mm flipper
gasket - adjusts to tolerance
in the glazing material.

Hidden multi chamber
under cladding gaskets for
secondary drainage

for added strength &
larger spans

Under cladding retaining
leg for extra stability

Wendland’s own
under cladding
identity

Each aspect has been designed and engineered with strength and simplicity in mind to ensure system can
achive any design and is easy to install and fabricate.
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Structural ‘Spider’ Arm

Eaves Beam Assembly

Spider arms are used to provide a simple

The eaves beam fixes to the top of the window

structural fix between the glazing bar and the

frames and becomes the structural chasis for the

spider at the finial point. They are fixed up the

roof.

center of the rafters.

Rafters

Ridge Assembly

The rafters come a variety of strengths to cater

The ridge supports the rafters allowing them to

for diferent spans and pitches resulting in the

be fixed at the desired angle. Gaskets at the ridge

ability to achive any roof shape.

and on the rafter top caps then seal against the
glazing.

Chambered top caps

Starter bar

The chambers in the top caps act as an

The starter bar, once bolted to the ridge and

extra insulating layer providing better themal

eaves, fixes back to the host wall. Its rain baffle

preformance from the roof. This structure makes

ensures that any excess water drains down the

them more ridged and durable over time.

bar and into the gutter.
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Structure and build

Victorian

Popular style with a faceted front giving a
traditional curved appearance

Georgian

A flat-fronted style offers excellent use of the
floor space

Gable

The higher ridge height adds a sense
of grandeur

Lean to

Provides a clean, simple look maximising
floor space

T Shape

Offers a large and versatile floor space with
a Victorian, Georgian or Gable style central
projection

P Shape

Ideal for a larger conservatory and combines
a Victorian (or Georgian) with a lean-to or
Offers a large and versatile floor space with
2 ‘rooms’ at either end and a conservatory
linking the two.

Victorian
Classic. Airy. Versatile. This traditional design
works brilliantly - no matter how you want to
use your space. Choose three facets, or a more
rounded front with five facets.

Georgian
You want as much light and usable space as
possible. So this clean and simple design
makes perfect sense.

Gable
A surprising take on the traditional conservatory.
This design has a gable front - for an eyecatching space which really blurs the line
between your home and your garden.

Lean - To
Let there be light - flooding into your new
space thanks to a simple, elegant design. It’s
the perfect choice if you live in a bungalow,
or if you’re faced with planning restrictions on
height.

Combination
So you want a large space. But you also
want to keep the drama in your garden. Our
combination designs are the perfect answer.

B-Shape
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